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A Collaborative
Approach to Fact
Checking
How Brexit, Donald Trump and a few brave editors lead to ground-breaking cooperation among rivals, with the aim of fighting “fake news” in
Norway.
Imagine The New York Times, The Washington Post, NPR and NBC joining
forces to create a joint fact-checking organization. This happened in Norway in 2017, when several key newspapers and broadcasters established
Faktisk.no, and the results are encouraging.
The Norwegian fact-checking initiative Faktisk.no is ground-breaking in
several ways, utilizing a new and comprehensive approach in the battle
against so-called “fake news” and “alternative facts” in the public discourse.
The cooperation between competitors and the way that they distribute
and spread their fact-checks are key elements that have drawn attention
and headlines from across the world. At present, Faktisk.no is also developing new ways to educate children in media literacy.

Rising challenge
Norway outranks most countries when it comes to happiness, living
conditions, wealth, freedom and democracy. The Nordic country, with a
population of around five million, enjoys a high level of media diversity
and a fairly high level of trust in news media. However, along with the
rest of the world, misinformation and disinformation have become a major challenge. For decades, diminishing numbers for print circulation and
TV-viewers has caught the media economy in a negative spiral.
At the same time, the rise of social media and the proliferation of viral
stories is challenging the trust in and reach of established media organizations. In politics, populism and, on the fringes, radicalism are on
the rise. In 2011, Norway was the scene of one of the deadliest mass
shootings in modern European history. Along with other individuals and
groups that have taken to violence around the world, the terrorist Anders
Behring Breivik was inspired by anti-immigrant news blogs and conspiracy theory websites, nurturing a hatred towards the establishment.
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Fact-checking as a news genre is not entirely new in Norway. In 2009,
the regional newspaper Bergens Tidende won a Citation of Excellence
during the most prestigious journalism awards in Norway, SKUP, for
a fact-checking initiative during the parliamentary election. Two years
earlier, the tabloid Dagbladet made a similar effort during the municipal
elections. However, efforts like these have been short-lived and temporary, mostly being undertaken in connection with elections and focusing
purely on the political discourse.

>
Is it possible
for rivals to
collaborate
at all? If
so, how
should they
cooperate
on factchecking?

While the U.S. presidential elections in 2016 made “fake news” a false
label easily applied to critical and disliked journalism, the Brexit referendum in the United Kingdom showcased the power of “alternative facts”
and the challenges faced by the established media in their attempts to
debunk them.

Secret mission
Acknowledging the need for more permanent initiatives to combat these
trends and accepting fact-checking as an expensive and resource-intensive kind of investigative journalism, a group of editors in the two national newspapers, VG and Dagbladet, began exploring ways to collaborate on something they both regard as part of their social responsibility.
This was a brave step considering the more than 70 years of fierce competition between the two rival dailies. However, the editors put together
a fast-working joint project team consisting of an investigative journalist,
a developer and a web designer from each newsroom. Mirroring each
other, the team members were tasked to answer the two following questions: Is it possible for rivals to collaborate at all? If so, how should they
cooperate on fact-checking?
“There was a quick answer to the first question. Within the first ten minutes, the project team was enthusiastically working together as one team
to answer the second question,” said Kristoffer Egeberg, a member of
the original team and the current editor-in-chief of Faktisk.no.
Egeberg and the other five members of the team were already wellknown within media circles in Norway. Afraid of prematurely bringing attention to the unlikely cooperation, they did not want to be seen together. Hence, the team worked in secret from a back room in the downtown
Oslo offices of the Norwegian Media Businesses’ Association.
“Only the director knew our mission. Her co-workers were told not to ask
and not to tell anyone. I can only imagine what they thought about having six odd characters sneaking through their lunch-lounge every morning, giving them a nod, before we locked ourselves into a small storage
room in the back, coming out only for coffee and cigarettes,” Egeberg
recalled.
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After three weeks, just two days before Christmas Eve 2016, the team
presented the first outline of what was to become the first independent fact-checking organization in Norway to the editors of newspapers
Dagbladet and VG. They had named the project “3.2,” after the paragraph
outlining source criticism in the Ethical Code of Practice for the Norwegian Press.
In this very first draft, a general framework was laid out that proved important for the later success of Faktisk.no.
»» The team recommended that the owners establish an independent
and non-profit organization with its own editor-in-chief. The aim was to
avoid conflicts of interest between the stakeholders, and the blurring
of editorial responsibility.
»» The organization and its work would have to comply with the standards of the International Fact-Checking Network (IFCN) and follow
their code of principles in order to qualify for membership.

>
This
would be a
costly and
resourcedemanding
project

»» They warned the Dagbladet and VG owners that this would be a
costly and resource-demanding project and that outside partners and
donors should be invited to build a stronger coalition.
»» They pitched a model where an experienced core of investigative
journalists from the owners’ newsrooms could be recruited and work
for the new organization without quitting their jobs. This way, they
would start with the best, making it easier to recruit the rest.
»» They recommended a broad scope and a give-away policy of all
content to maximize distribution.
»» This would undercut a financial model relying on ads, which they
did not recommend.
»» They recommended developing their own CMS specialized for
fact-checking, machine learning and distribution through multiple
third-party platforms.
“We were concerned that the editors would be wary of giving this project the level of independence that we suggested. Also, we had a bold
estimate of costs—initially up to the equivalent of one million dollars
(CAD) a year. When our presentation was over, the editors just looked at
each other: ‘Let’s see if we can get more funders and partners and make
this happen,’ they said,” Egeberg explained.
The project team pressed on, focusing on four major tasks: acquiring
funding and at least one more partner; designing the brand; setting a
standard for the best practice in fact-checking; and developing a CMS to
work with most platforms.
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Teaming up with
rivals

>
“We really
felt we were
making
media
history.”
- Kristoffer Egeberg

In order to secure funding, the team approached the Norwegian Fritt
Ord foundation, whose aim is to support freedom of expression and a
free press. They also reached out to the Tinius Trust, which manages the
largest block of shares in Schibsted Media Group, and Dagbladet Trust,
which supports the editorial independence of Dagbladet. All three trusts
agreed to support the start-up with $300,000 CAD each, on the condition
that the team convince more media partners to commit. First, they asked
the state-owned broadcaster NRK to join the partnership, which sparked
the public broadcaster’s main rival, the privately owned TV 2, to come on
board.
“Suddenly, we had four of the country’s largest media companies on
board—all rivals joining forces to combat false news as part of their social mission. We really felt we were making media history,” Egeberg said.
The four media partners agreed to establish the new fact-checking organization together and to match the trusts’ contributions by adding
$300,000 CAD each to the start-up. They also agreed to provide an annual contribution of $150,000 CAD each in operational support. Faktisk.no
quickly secured $2.1 million dollars CAD and substantial future income—
way more than the one million they needed to launch the project. By
July 5, 2017, just over six months after the original team had been told to
go ahead by the editors of VG and Dagbladet, Faktisk.no was launched.
It was just in time for the Norwegian parliamentary elections.
By teaming up, the four organizations did just what a later Council of
Europe report asked media organizations for in a combined effort to fight
the information disorder. As their number one recommendation, they
write (page 82):		
		
Collaborate. It makes little sense to have journalists at different news
organizations fact-checking the same claims or debunking the same
visual content. When it comes to debunking mis- or dis-information,
there should be no ‘scoop’ or ‘exclusive’. Thus, we argue that newsrooms and fact-checking organizations should collaborate to prevent
duplications of effort and free journalists to focus on other investigations.
A year later, in the summer of 2018, Amedia and Polaris Media joined
the coalition of owners. Like VG and Dagbladet, Amedia and Polaris are
rivals, being the two largest media corporations for local and regional
news in Norway—between them, they own more than 100 media comFaktisk: Norway’s Fact-Checking Cooperative // Magazines Canada / 6

panies.
With six partners, Faktisk’s yearly operational support increased to approximately $900,000 CAD annually. Adding two more partners will see
Faktisk pass the one million dollars that they need to keep today’s model
operating into the foreseeable future.
However, having more owners also introduces complications. Egeberg
pointed to the most important lesson to pass on from the early phase
of the project: Having a few first players set up the rules and framework
before the rest come along.
“The key to our success was that the project was already decided and
defined when we invited more partners to buy in,” he said. “If we had six
owners from the start, we would probably still be discussing what the
project should be.”

Faktisk’s structured
fact-checking
Faktisk’s fact-check differs from ordinary investigative journalism in that
it contains several fixed elements and is published in a stricter and more
structured format. Where traditional feature articles largely consist of
unstructured text, a fact-check normally has fixed elements including:
»» A factual claim
»» A claimant
»» A date and time when the claim was made
»» A place for which the claim was made public
»» Different observations of the same claim
»» Fixed thematic tags
»» A conclusion (totally wrong, partially wrong, etc.)
»» A conclusion text
»» A walkthrough
»» A response from the claimant
“Some regard such a fixed format as a constraint. We saw this as an
opportunity to structure our journalism and over time build a valuable
database containing each fact-check as a dataset,” said Jari Bakken, a
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member of the original team and the current Managing Software Engineer.
Contrary to what is commonly called data journalism, where one uses
an interesting dataset as a basis for traditional journalism, structured
journalism is an attempt to use journalistic methods to build interesting
datasets. The fact-checking genre is well suited to experiment with this.
One challenge was to find a publishing system that allowed such structuring and was suitable for building such datasets. Standard off-the-shelf
systems are built around the classic news article with a title, preamble,
body text and images. This was ill-suited for what Faktisk.no wanted to
accomplish, so the team decided early on to build a bespoke system.

>
A topic tag
can be a
person, an
event, an
organization,
a place or a
concept.

“Back then, there was no ready-made publication system that would allow us to present the fact-checks as we wished. We were also skeptical to
commit too much to technical solutions with strong ties to some of our
owners. Therefore, the website Faktisk.no was also designed and built
from scratch, for the same reasons,” Bakken explained.
The API for Faktisk.no is built in Node.js, with PostgreSQL as database
and Elasticsearch as search engine. As a check-in tool for the fact-checkers, they have a CMS interface built in JavaScript with React, Redux and
Material UI. The website itself is built in JavaScript with React and Next.
js. At its core is a database of all fact-checks and articles.
Central to the system is a set of roughly 3,500 topic tags, all of which are
assigned a type. A topic tag can be a person, an event, an organization,
a place or a concept. This basis is widely used to structure the content
of fact-checks—a person and/or organization can promote a claim (e.g. a
person leading a party), but the claim could be made in a specific place
(e.g. Trondheim) or be promoted in connection with a particular event (a
party meeting) and discuss one or more concepts. This structure means
that writing a fact-check is in some ways like filling out a form, where all
the fixed elements are added to the structured data.
This structuring had immediate positive effects, for readability, for the
journalists writing the fact-checks and for the transparency of how they
accomplish their fact-checking.
More importantly, the team behind Faktisk.no believe that the dataset
this system provides will prove valuable in the long term for developing
new solutions combining technology and journalism. They are already
experimenting with machine learning.
“Our fact-checks will be interesting as input to machine learning and
artificial intelligence, and in the long-term help to automate parts of the
fact-checking process. This applies to both monitoring the claims, identifying claims and supporting fact-checkers in their work,” Bakken said.
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Branding and
design
The name “Faktisk” was chosen for its simplicity, unpretentiousness and
potential for virality.
Editor Kristoffer Egeberg explains, “Faktisk is a commonly used adverb
that can be roughly translated as ‘actually’ or ‘factually.’ Faktisk allowed
us to claim a bold position in a domain characterized by few authorities
and countless realities. In addition, the word ‘faktisk’ is used in ordinary
language in a way that allows us to add words to our name seamlessly
for added meaning. This became the basis of our scale system.”
Discussing the name and branding led to a deeper discussion about how
to communicate in a constructive way with both readers and the claimants being fact-checked. Team members agreed that evaluating claims
on a scale would be an effective visual approach to get attention. The
question became what it should look like—and what it ought to communicate?

>
Faktisk is a
commonly
used adverb
that can
be roughly
translated as
‘actually’ or
‘factually.’

Egeberg emphasizes the value of involving the designers and developers
in this discussion and not making it a discussion only among journalists and editors. They started by looking at the most famous scales in
fact-checking: PolitiFact’s “Truth-o-meter,” ranging from “True” to a fiery
“Pants on Fire,” and The Washington Post’s “Pinocchios,” where false
allegations are weighted from one to four long-nosed Pinocchio faces.
“We really like both of these eye-catching scales. However, through our
thorough discussion we found significant problems with such an approach,” said Egeberg, adding that “PolitiFact’s burning truth-o-meter
plays on the children’s song ‘Liar, liar, pants on fire.’ It is fun, but difficult
to translate into Norwegian. At the same time—and far more importantly—it states that the claim is a lie. Using Pinocchios also indicates an
intentional lie behind a factual error. This is contrary to the principle that
we cannot or should not fact-check or consider human intentions. We
also believe that pointing out lies, and by extension, accusing the objects
of our fact-checks of lying, runs counter to one of our key objectives:
to contribute to an open, constructive, inclusive and fact-based public
debate.”
The discussion about branding also made the team aware of another
dilemma related to cultural references.
“We considered whether we could replace Carlo Collodi’s Pinocchio with
Henrik Ibsen’s character Peer Gynt, a notorious liar. We initially thought
it might be a fun move, but realized that in addition to appointing liars,
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it would also require everyone to know who Peer Gynt is, something we
can’t expect of everyone,” Egeberg said.
These problems illustrate the challenges of developing fact-checking in
a new cultural and linguistic context. Nothing should be simply copied
from previous efforts without customization. A lot must be done from
scratch.
In the case of Faktisk, the team found that if they wanted to be both
neutral and communicate universally, they had to use clear colours and
plain text. They designed the scale used to evaluate claims as a direct
extension of the brand itself by using simple colours from green to red
and affixing conclusions to the name. It ranges five steps from «Faktisk
helt feil» (Actually, completely false) to «Faktisk helt sant» (Actually,
completely true), with the middle one reserved for inconclusive results,
being grey stating «Faktisk ikke sikkert» (Actually, unknown).
This approach avoided requiring that the audience be familiar with Ibsen
or having watched Disney movies to understand the scale. A red surface
with the text “Actually, totally wrong” means just that. At the same time,
clarity is also a design element that catches the eye when it appears in
the feed, just as the viral claims fact-checks are meant to debunk.
“Our scale and design quickly brought us to the tip of everyone’s
tongues, with several writers, politicians and others parroting the phrases from our scale or making up their own versions based on the formula,” Egeberg said.
After the launch, however, Faktisk.no received some criticism concerning
the scale. In some cases, it was too difficult to draw a clear conclusion
matching the scale. In other cases, the scale was unnecessarily disruptive, distracting from the nuances in reviewing a claim. Therefore,
Faktisk.no quickly developed a scale-less and neutral article format that
could be used to examine such claims and difficult themes without making a conclusion. For example, when they tried to shed light on “What
does it mean to be an ethnic Norwegian?”
“We quickly saw the need for these kinds of fact-articles, were we could
inform our readers and clear up confusion in tense and complex debates. This format proved very popular with our audience,” Egeberg said.

Giving it all away
Fact-checking is all about reaching the audience that needs it the most
and remembering it is often that audience who is less likely to seek out
fact-checking sites. One major challenge is that a viral hoax could spread
to huge parts of the population within minutes, while it would take days
to fact-check the hoax. By then it would be almost impossible to counFaktisk: Norway’s Fact-Checking Cooperative // Magazines Canada / 10

teract the viral spread of the hoax by relying on the fact-checkers’ own
channels of distribution alone. Most of the people exposed to the hoax
would probably never even come across the fact-check.
“We have no way to compete with the spread a viral story or hoax can
achieve on Facebook or Twitter on our own. When we started out in 2017,
we weren’t even sure if we should bother creating our own website. One
thought was that we might be better off only existing on Facebook—
spending our resources on promoting our posts instead of channeling
them onto a website. The alternative was giving all our stuff away for
free to anyone who would help us spread the word,” said Egeberg. The
team chose the latter option, which turned out to be a huge success.
To make all of their fact-checks and articles as simple, efficient and useful
to share as possible, Faktisk.no created a system of embed codes that
enabled anyone to embed the full content into most of the publishing
tools and web platforms used today. An embed button at the bottom of
each fact-check gives users the HTML-codes needed and a choice between three formats:
»» Full embed: displaying the full fact-check or article with all content
including images, infographics and tables.
»» Medium embed: displaying the concluding section, which could be
used as a fact box or an expanded front-page teaser.
»» Small embed: displaying only the claim and the scaled judgement,
suitable as a fact box or a front-page title.
In addition to this, Faktisk.no formed a partnership with the Norwegian
News Agency (NTB), a press agency and wire service. Through NTB’s
newswire, virtually all of the content produced by Faktisk.no, as well
as embed-codes, is automatically distributed to all of NTB’s customers,
making it easy to publish a fact-check for any print or online publication
subscribing to the NTB’s newswire feed.
This give-away-for-free-scheme made it possible for Faktisk.no’s factchecks to be read anywhere online in Norway, reaching readers where
they were, at news sites they read regularly.
“Some seek us out at Faktisk.no or through our Facebook page. But
most find us elsewhere—in their local newspaper, on both left-wing and
right-wing blogs, through the newswire NTB or because other publishers
share our content in their social media feed,” says Egeberg.
The largest distributors are the four founding news organizations—VG,
Dagbladet, NRK and TV 2—which are also the largest online news providers in Norway, with sites reaching at least 59 percent of the Norwegian
population daily. However, dozens of established local, regional and national news sites, publishers and bloggers also use content from Faktisk.
no on a regular basis. This number increases every month. Now, even
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leftist and far-right news sites, which tend to view the mainstream press
with skepticism, make use of fact-checks from Faktisk.no.
“Imagine Breitbart publishing a PolitiFact fact-check as a fact. This is actually happening in Norway. That does not mean they love us; however,
using our content makes it more difficult for their audience to dismiss us
as ‘mainstream propaganda’ or ‘fake news,’” Egeberg explained.

Great value for
publishers
At first glance, publishers embedding Faktisk.no’s content could be seen
as simply doing Faktisk a huge favour. However, it quickly turned out to
be a major success for the publishers. Analytics showed that the embedded fact-checks were very popular among most audiences, trending both
in pageviews and in screen reading time.
A recent example is a fact-check that Faktisk published about white-tailed
eagles being killed by wind turbines in Norway. Within hours, the factcheck had been picked up by more than 30 online publications. Most of
them were established news organisations, ranging from local newspapers to the national broadcaster NRK. But even far-right blogs and popular influencers shared it on their sites, making it the most trending story
in Norway on the day it was published.
In addition, five embedded versions of the fact-check were among the
20 top trending stories on Storyboard.mx, the Norwegian leaderboard
of trending stories on social media that day. Put together, this fact-check
had almost 40,000 social media engagements, while the version from
their own website only had 2,517 engagements.
“Other publishers sharing our fact-check through their social media
channels gave it 15 times the engagement we could manage through our
own channels. Analytics shows that 108,000 users read this fact-check
somewhere other than on our site. Only 2,340 read it at Faktisk.no. Sharing the fact-check for free gave us 46 times the reach we got through our
own website,” Egeberg said.
108,000 users is a huge number for a single fact-check, considering
Norway’s population of 5 million. The same analytics show that those
108,000 users spent an average of 4.29 minutes reading the embedded version. That means great value for the publishers embedding the
fact-checkers’ content.
“It’s win-win for everyone,” Egeberg explained. “We get an enormous
reach, finding readers where they are. The publishers get popular and
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quality content for free, which they can earn from. And the readers are
warned against disinformation and misinformation through their own
trusted channels, without needing to look us up.”
While Faktisk.no on average reaches from 60,000 to 100,000 monthly
users, their embeds reach from 300,000 to 600,000 monthly users. The
amplifying effect proves especially effective when it comes to debunking
viral stories. A number of experiences have proven that the joint force
of a dozen embeds on top-rated sites can outreach a viral story on Facebook.
The team behind Faktisk is also finding that their give-away scheme has
another major advantage.
“A challenge for all fact-checkers is to do the fact-check fast enough to
have an impact while a hoax goes viral. Now we can renew its relevance
by bringing our fact-check to the front pages of a large number of online
news sites. In a way, this gives our articles their own kind of virality,”
said Egeberg.

>
Faktisk
likely
contributed
to the
demise of
a network
of “lie
factories”

In the first year, Faktisk.no reached 2.6 million online users, according to
Google Analytics. That is more than half of Norway’s population. A recent
survey done by The Norwegian Media Authority, a government media
oversight authority, shows that 50 percent of the population know about
Faktisk.no and what the fact-checkers do. Among young people, the figure is 60 percent.

Impact and
achievements
When the Faktisk team claims that their work is having an impact, that
claim is supported by the aforementioned survey and numbers. In a relatively short time, they have gotten a lot of attention in Norway.
In 2018, Faktisk likely contributed to the demise of a network of what
they call “lie factories,” which flooded the newsfeeds of Norwegian social media users with fabricated and sensational stories through a number of websites and Facebook pages.
Faktisk.no discovered the network in May 2018 when they received inquiries from colleagues abroad about a viral news story about Norway.
“Swedish and Polish news sites were quoting an unknown Norwegian
news site claiming that the government had passed a law that made it
illegal to carry foreign flags during the Norwegian Independence Day
parades on May 17,” explained Tore Bergsaker, one of Faktisk’s fact-checkers.
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When Bergsaker began investigating the unknown news site, he found
that while no one could remember to have ever heard about it, the site’s
fake stories were among the most shared and commented on Facebook
in Norway. On average, a story from this unknown site attracted more
than ten times the engagement on social media than a real story, posted
by the country’s largest news site VG.
Bergsaker quickly discovered several other sites that had unusually high
share-counts on social media, though these news sites were unfamiliar.
Most of them had names which were close to, or sounded like, established news sites and newspapers. One had a name that resembled an
official nature research institution; this particular site was spreading
alerts and warnings about dangerous exotic animals and bugs spotted in
popular recreational areas, such as beaches.
The false stories were pushed in social media by Facebook pages named
“Customer Service” etc., which by all appearances attempted to pose as
trustworthy institutions.
“These sites were among those with [the] most engagements by far in
Norway and all they produced were fake stories that could trigger more
engagement. When we started researching them, we found that all their
ads were connected to the same Google Adsense account. The same
person or the same group of people was behind all of them,” said Bergsaker.
Faktisk.no began debunking one story after another and published several articles and Facebook videos that both explained the phenomenon
and warned people to look for tell-tale signs that could identify these “lie
factories” when their stories appeared in people’s newsfeeds. This got a
lot of attention.
The Faktisk.no team were invited to television morning shows and popular radio shows to talk about the network they had uncovered. By monitoring social media engagement, the Faktisk team could see how the
engagement counts plummeted for these sites and their stories.
Most of the “lie factories” eventually closed down, and a year later, the
network was gone.

Fighting together
Editor Kristoffer Egeberg is convinced that Faktisk.no has had a generally
positive impact. He says the feedback they’ve received from journalists
and politicians indicates that the presence of a permanent fact-checking
organisation in the country has made politicians and journalists more
accurate and precise in their statements and reporting.
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“In our experience, both groups are more cautious when they make bold
statements and claims. Our colleagues in the media are more conscientious when it comes to research and, contrary to how it was at first,
leading politicians are now more prepared to back up their claims with
facts when we call,” Egeberg said.
The team believes that they are paving the way for more openness in
Norwegian journalism. Faktisk.no was the first to publish an open corrections log, where all corrections and edits to a fact-check or article after
publication are disclosed. They see it as a way to be more transparent—
just as Faktisk.no discloses its financial statements, detailed income,
and full statistics of their work.
Faktisk’s corrections log has inspired other national media to follow suit.
VG, the largest news site in Norway, began publishing a log of their own
in May 2019. The public broadcaster NRK is considering doing the same.
Both domestically and internationally, Faktisk.no hopes to inspire others
to seek cooperation in the fight against misinformation and disinformation. The cooperation among rivals that led to the formation of Faktisk.
no has already sparked international attention within media circles. In
December 2017, Faktisk.no was listed among the six most important media collaborations in the world by the American media magazine Mediashift. At the same time, Faktisk.no was named “New project of the year”
by the Poynter Institute and to the International Fact-Checking Network’s
listing of the 10 “Most noteworthy fact-checking highlights of 2017.”
“The Norwegian media companies that joined forces to make Faktisk
happen so quickly is an astonishing alliance. In U.S. terms, it’s like
imagining a media partnership that somehow linked The New York
Times, The Washington Post, NPR and NBC.” – Vice President Mark
Stencel, Duke University Reporters’ Lab
In May 2018, Faktisk.no won one of the three main awards during the
Nordic Media Days in Bergen, the “Innovation of the Year” award. Later that month, Faktisk.no won the award for “Digital Journalism of the
Year,” one of the two main prizes awarded by The Norwegian Online
News Association (NONA). In September 2018, Faktisk.no received the
“Gold Award” for innovation from the Society for News Design Scandinavia (SNDS). Faktisk.no has already secured a spot at the Newseum in
Washington, D.C. as an example of the cooperation that has made Norway an example of freedom of the press globally. In the summer of 2020
Faktisk will also host the International Fact Conference “Global Fact” in
Oslo.
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On the horizon
Faktisk’s latest project is in education. The company has hired three experienced school teachers to build an educational program in media literacy and source awareness for junior high schools in Norway. This will also
be a collaborative project, building an alliance between local schools
and their local media, libraries and cultural institutions. The program is
financed by The Savings Bank Foundation DNB and Fritt Ord Foundation.
The goal is to be able to offer a comprehensive educational program
available for all teachers and schools. For free.
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